PART ONE (14 points)

A)- Reading Comprehension:
T
Task One (2points); Read the text and answer the following questions
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Is Mokrane eleven years old ?
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-Where does he live ?
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-Mokrane¶s brother doesn¶t like swimming
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-Downstairs there are three bedrooms
- There are lot of flowers in the gardenn .
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-Add a word to each list
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living room- dining room -«««««««««
2 -t shirt
sh - jeans - trainers-««««««««««
3- hhis - my ± our -««««««««««
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-Timing: 1 h30m
Text :
Hello ,
My name is Mokrane . I am twelve years old . I live in Bejaia . My father is a
doctor and my mother is a nurse .
I have three sisters and one brother , His name is Mohamed .He is15 . He is tall
and slim .He has got green eyes and short fair hair . He usually wears t ±shirt ,
jeans and trainers .He Likes swimming very much and he can swim for a long
distance .
We all live in a big house near the sea. Our house is with two floors.Upstairs
; there are three bedrooms . One for me and my brother ,the other for my sisters
;and the third one for my parents . There is also a small kitchen and two
bathrooms . Downstairs ; there is a big living room, a wide hall , a nice dining
room and a fantastic kitchen. Outside our house; like all the houses in the city ,
there is a beautiful garden full of flowers and trees
what about you ?

Task Two: (2points)

Write the negative form of the sentences

-Henry speaks many languages .
- Me and my father clean the garden every weekend
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Task Three

( 1point) : I complete the sentences with the correct possessive pronoun:

1. This is their bedroom, it¶s««««««
2. That is my sister¶s doll, it¶s ««««««
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Pronunciation : ( 2points) :

- I classify the underlined words in the text according to the pronunciation of the final
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PART TWO: (6points)
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Situation of integration
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Mokrane wants to know about you and your
now .Its your turn to tell about your house
which yo
Write to him a letter in whi
you describe your house . You can talk about
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Your name ± your age ±your
family - Where do you live ?describe your house
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